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In June 1990, the District of Columbia Public Service
Commission prepared a study on the issue of uhy separate
subsidiaries are necessary for competltlve services offered by
telecommunications companies which also provide noncomPetitlve
services. The study was entitled, rtFor Whom Do The Bells To11? The
case for separate subsidlaries.rr This Paper will highlight the
findings of the D.C. Conmission study on separate subsidiaries.
Prior to discussing the findings, the paper will review the genesis
of the study.
During the late 1980,s the regional bell operating companies
intensely lobbied Congress regarding the need for legislative
relief from business restrictions imposed in the Modified Final
Judgrment (MFJ) that concluded the U.S. Department of Justice's
antitrust suit against AT&f in 1984. Under the MFJ, the Regional
Bell operating Companies (RBOCS) were prohibited fron (1)
manufacturing telephone equipment, (21 providing information
services, and (3) providing long distance service. If Congress had
allowed the RBOCS to provide information services, the question
arises as to what safeguards are necessary for monopoly ratepayers
(and other cornpetitors) because of the advantages the RBOCS have
from the joint provision of monopoly and competitive services using
the same integrated network. The study addressed the problem of
how to develop realistic and adeguate safeguards. Since Judge
creene under the direction of the Appeals Court has alllowed the
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into the infornation narkets, it is time to revisit the
issues addressed in the study. The D.c. connission study addresses
these concerns from a state regulatory perspective.
The study of separate subsidiaries has two najor conclusions,
each of which r wirl elaborate on further. They are:
1' There is a need for structural safeguards such as
separate subsidiaries because of the increasing trend
toward diversification by the RBocs since divestiture and
the economics of production of telephone servicesl
2' Separate subsidiaries have a number of advantages in
rninirni.zing cross-subsidization; and if
separate
subsidiaries are imposed, there are a nunber of necessary
additional conditions which arso must be met.
r hrill now discuss each of these issues in turn
rn the last few years, the RBocs have sought regulatory
changes on both the federar and state revers. one of their
principal arguments is that rate of return reguration stymies
growth' As the D.c. comnission study makes even visualry clear,
this argument is without nerit, since divestiture, with both the
waj'ver process and rate of return regulation in place, there has
been a dramatic explosion in the nunber of nonregiulated
subsidiaries of the RBocs. For example, the Bell Atlantic company
grew from 17 nonregulated subsidiaries right after
the break-up, to
over 90 by year end 1989. These nonregulated subsidiarj-es provlde
services in a wide variety of narkets and they reflect a corporate
strategy towards increased diversification ahray from the
RBocs
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traditional core telephone business.
Additional enpirical evidence is reflected in the tripling, on
average, of the growth of the RBOCS capital expenditures on
nontelecommunications activities and the accompanying decline in
the share of those expendituresr on traditional telephone
operations. RBoCrs revenues from nontelecommunications services
trave also risen over 50 percent since divestiture.
These trends mean there is an even greater opportunity for and
thus risk of cross-subsidization from monopoly ratepayers to the
nonregulated services. It also means greater oversight
responsibility for state regulators who are charged with protecting
the ratepayers and the company interests in the traditional
telephone lines of business. The risk of anticonpetitive practices
is also heightened, given the vast nunber of nonregrulated markets
in whlch the RBOCS nou appear to be operating.
The integrated nature of the network makes cross-subsidization
difficult to detect and monitor. Currently, the FCC requires the
use of fu11y distributed costing (fDC) methods to allocate costs
between regulated and nonregulated services and to divide the
revenue requirement between the interstate and intrastate
jurisdictions. The FDC methods, however, are not an adequate
safeguard for protecting against cross-subsidization for several
reasons.

While I have made it clear that t e prefer separate
subsidiaries to accounting/allocation rules, I want to stress that
separate subsidiaries by themselves are insufficient for the tasks
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at hand. To clarify this point, r shall now describe the
advantages of subsidiaries and note that each advantage must be
associated with additional safeguards.
SeDarate subsidiaries make it easier to detect anv crosssubsidization which might occur throucrh nrocurement practices.
A major benefit of the division of regulated and deregulated
businesses into the separate subsidiaries structure is that it
exposes the relationships among the components of the holding
company. If a deregulated subsidiary produces a good or service
that the regulated subsidiary purchases, the opportunity for cross-

subsidization exists. By requiring the regulated subsidiary to
purchase products from a deregulated subsidiary, the holding
comPany can subsidize its deregulated subsidiary and increase its

overall profits.
The associated safeguard j.s the right to establish rules
governing affiliate transactions. Such rules are needed because
unsupervised holding companies will develop rules and procedures
that favor in-house buying to the detrinent of competition.
Examples of such rules include the requirement for conpetitive
bidding on any large purchase or a }imit of 50 percent of any
eguipment type purchased from affiliate vendors. The purpose of
these rules is not only to reduce the cost for the ratepayers, but
arso through the creation of a level playing field, support the
market mechanism.
Separate

subsidiaries

facilitate

the nonitoring of
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intracorporate transactions and elj.minate the need to develop
accounting rules which prohibit the transfer of costs to
ratepayers. Using accounting rules to separate costs between
regulated and deregulated activities necessitates the developnent
of rules and the auditing of applications of the rules.
Any
proposed set of rules governing a particular activity always
aPpears reasonable. However, all rules must be based on certain
assumptions. For example, should usage be measured at the peak or
on a 24 hour a day basis. The choice of measurement standard will
shift costs among the services that use the same equipment.
once the rules have been established, it is necessary to
audit the companies to ensure that the rules are being applied
properly. However, the General Accounting Office, of the federal
government, in its reportr Telephone Communications: Controllinq

, sharply
criticized the FCC for its failure to control cross-subsidization
through the use of its cost allocation methods. The report stated:
'rthe level of oversight the FCC is prepared to provide will not, in
the GAo's opinion, provide terephone ratepayers or competitors
positive assurance that FCc rules and procedures are properry
controlling cross-subsidy. tr Moreover, Judge Greene, in his
reconsideration of the I-IFJ judgment restrictions, also raised
questions regarding the ability of the FCC to control and monitor
abuses in light of its reduced resources. He noted that rin 1990,
the Fcc had an authorized ceiling of 2,Lo3 employees; this had
fallen by 1987 to 1r855 employees and the Commission rras apparently
21t

short by Lzo employees of even that lower ceiling. rr
The associated safeguard is the right of the FCC and state
commissions to review affiliate interest transactions including not
only the purchase agreements and contracts prior to execution, but
also the books and records of affiliates. This authority is needed
even in the regulatory environment of separate subsidiaries
because separate subsidiaries do not reduce the incentive of the
partially regulated firm to increase its profits through cost
shifting. Separate subsidiaries only provide a bright line that
can be seen if the regulator has the right to look.
Access to the books and records of affiliates is virtually
impossible today without affiliate interest legislation. The New
York Pub1ic Service Commission and the Fcc have used their
legislative authority to investi.gate affiliate transactions to
audit the relationship among NYNEX's regulated and unregulated
subsidiaries. NYNEX had established the Materials Enterprises
Company (MECO) for the purpose of reducing the costs of purchasing
goods and services for its regulated companies. However, instead
of }owering the costs, ITIECO raised the costs. For example, MECO
accepted a S574rOOO bid to remove switches and charged New York
Telephone $832,000 for the removal without providing any of the
service. MECO purchased circuit boards for NYNEX. These boards
could have been purchased for approxirnately $60, but MECO charged
the operating companies $79 plus handling.
In addition, the general counse] of the New York Public
Service Commission investigated the Commission's problems in
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regulating the relationship between NYNEX and New York Telephone.
In its report, the general counsel uade several recommendations
with regard to affitiate interest transactions. First, there is a
need to enhance the affiliate interest legislation so that the
Cornmission and its staff can obtain more detailed information.
second, the report noted that there should be an additional
regulatory proceeding with respect to New York Telephone Company
because of the need to investigate the more complicated
intracorporate transactions. Thlrd, the report calls for an audit
of New York Telephone's internal audit procedures and the need to
protect vhistleblowers. Fourth, and perhaps most provocative, the
report recommends changing the corporate structure of New York
Telephone and NYNEX in order to prevent future problems with
affiliate interest transactions. Arnong the possible corporate
structures that should be evaluated, the report recommended, the
complete

divestiture of

New

York Telephone company from

NyNEx.

Separate Subsidiaries Protect The Monooolv Rateoavers

From

l{ith The Risk Of Failures.
Utility companies diversify into competitive businesses in
order to obtain higher profits. However, the markets where higher
profits can be earned feature higher levels of risk. The suppliers
of debt and equity funds to the holding company wilr require a
higher return in order to be compensated for acceptj.ng the higher
risk.
These higher levels of return will be required from
activities the holding company is engaged in unless the risk
associated with one activity can be separated from the risk
Losses Associated
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associated with the other.

The separate subsidiary structure is the vehicle that can
separate the risk of the utility from the risk of the conrpetitive

services. In order to fulfill this responsibility, the separate
subsidiary vehicle must be augrmented by a safegruard requirement
that each subsidiary maintain a separate capital structure, that
is, each subsidiary must raise its orrn funds in capital markets.
These funds consist of both debt and equity.
Two reasons favor a separate capital structure: (1) to ensure
that the utility,s rates are not affected by the diversification
and (2\ to protect the investment of the utility fron the failures
of other subsidiaries of the holcting company.
ff the holding company were allowed to consolidate its capital
structure, it could take advantage of the good credit of the
utility to finance risky ventures. The effect of this action would
be to raise the cost of debt to the utility and lower the cost of
debt to the other subsidiary. The higher cost of debt would
increase the rates to telephone customers.
When diversification leads to failure, the effect on the
utility can be catastrophic. The example of Arizona Public Service
and its parent holding company, Pinnacle West capital Corporation,
clearly demonstrates this problem. Pinnacle [{est purchased
Merabank, which needed an inmediate cash infusion of $Soz million
due to sustained real estate losses. Because of these problems,
Pinnacle West's stock was given the lowest possible safety rating
by Value Line, and Arizona Public Service,s access to the capital
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markets wae seriously inpaired

In concluslon, thE study stated that the trends toward
competition and increased dlverEification in the teleconnunlcatlons
industry contrlbute to an even greater need for the r,Ecs to use
structural separatlons such aE separate subeldLarLee to ninlnlze
cross-subsidization between regulated and unregrulated EervLceg.
l{oreover, the separate Eubsidiary requlrenent, in conjunction with

regulatory agencies' right to acceas the books and records of
affiliates and the other safegruards r have nentloned, can
facilitate conpetition and thereby lncrease the availabiltty of
services to customers at lower prl,ces. Anything ress, and r
emphasize tranythingrt will clearly not be in the public Lnterest,
and therefore, is clearly unacceptable.
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